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National News
1. Piyush Goyal launches initiative to connect Indian startups with US investors

● SETU programme: To connect entrepreneurs in India with US-based investors, the
commerce and industry minister Piyush Goyal has created a programme called SETU
(Supporting Entrepreneurs in Transformation and Upskilling).
● With SETU, mentors in the US who are eager to support entrepreneurship can
connect with Indian irms that are just getting off the ground.
● The initiative was introduced during a discussion centered on particular concerns
with India’s startup ecosystem.
● The meeting’s main topics were how to promote domestic incorporation and successful
diaspora residents of the San Francisco Bay Area’s mentorship of early-stage Indian
irms.
● The project would provide mentorship and support in a number of areas, including
funding, market access, and commercialization, by connecting businesses in India to
investors and startup ecosystem leaders in the US.
● Through the mentorship site created by the Startup India initiative’s MAARG (Mentorship,
Advisory, Assistance, Resilience and Growth) programme, an all-in-one resource for Indian
businesses, the interaction between the stakeholders would be facilitated.
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2. PhonePe tokenises 14 mn cards ahead of RBI’s deadline of Sept 30

● PhonePe tokenized debit and credit cards: PhonePe announced that it had tokenized
14 million credit and debit cards on its network in accordance with the RBI’s (Reserve Bank of India) guidelines for data security.
● Since the exercise began in December 2021, the Walmart-backed company claims to
have tokenized more than 80% of its active users’ cards.
● The new term “token” to be used in the place of the actual card number with tokenization.
● The real card details are not disclosed to a merchant during transactions, a tokenized transaction is safer and less likely to result in data leakage.
● PhonePe stated that it is collaborating with Visa, Mastercard, and RuPay, three of the
largest card networks, to meet the regulator’s September 30 tokenization deadline.
● Since April of this year, when the company began processing token-based transactions, almost all eligible transactions are handled by tokens.
● The success rate of transactions processed via tokens on PhonePe has shown an improvement of around 2 per cent in comparison with card-based transactions.
● The RBI delayed the card-on- ile tokenization deadline in July till September 30 since
token-based transaction processing had not yet gained traction.
3. North Korea passes new law authorizing its military to ‘automatically’ launch
nuclear strikes if the country’s leadership is threatened
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● North Korea passes law regarding Nuclear Strikes: North Korea has approved a law
that gives it the authority to launch a nuclear attack in advance.
● With the recently passed law, North Korea’s status as a nuclear weapons state has
become irreversible.
● North Korea, this year tested a record number of weapons, including an intercontinental
ballistic missile.
● According to the law, among other things, the North may use nuclear weapons in the
event of a nuclear or non-nuclear attack by hostile forces against the state’s leadership
and the command structure of its nuclear forces.
● Since 2019, discussions on sanctions relief and what Pyongyang would be ready to give
up in exchange have stalled nuclear negotiations and diplomacy between Washington
and Pyongyang.
4. National Forest Martyrs Day 2022

● National Forest Martyrs Day is observed on September 11 to pay tribute to those
who sacri iced their lives to protect forests and wildlife.
● The observance of the National Forest Martyrs is marked by several events aimed at
creating awareness about protecting forests and the environment at large.
● The day holds a lot of signi icance in the present scenario when depleting green cover is
among the greatest challenges in front of the world.
● This incident is remembered as a key event, and it has inspired many activists and
campaigns, like the Chipko movement, in which peasants hugged trees to save them
from felling.
● National Forest Martyrs Day commemorates the importance of trees.
● To live healthy lives, we must conserve the forests and protect the trees. In the current climate, one of the most serious issues confronting the globe is the loss of green
cover.
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5. Modi set to attend SCO summit in Samarkand with Xi, Putin, Shehbaz on September 15 and 16

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi is all set to travel to Samarkand in Uzbekistan for the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation summit on September 15 and 16.
● This will be the irst in-person summit after June 2019 when the SCO summit was
held in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.
● The Prime Minister, sources said, is likely to reach Samarkand on September 14 and
return on September 16, according to the current travel schedule.
● India’s presence at the summit is important because it will assume the rotational
presidency of the SCO at the end of the Samarkand summit.
● Delhi will hold the presidency of the grouping for a year until September 2023.
● So, next year, India will host the SCO summit which will be attended, among others,
by leaders of China, Russia, Pakistan.
6. SL vs PAK Asia Cup Final Highlights: Hasaranga, Rajapaksa star for Sri Lanka in
sixth Asia Cup win

● Sri Lanka won by 23 runs against Pakistan. Pakistan was left all out by Sri Lanka.
Pakistan won the toss and chose to bowl irst. Sri Lanka made 170 runs in 20 overs
with a loss of 6 wickets.
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● W Hasaranga made 36 runs in 21 balls and Dhananjaya de Silva made 28 runs in 21
balls.
● Pathum Nissanka and Kusal Mendis were opening batsmen from Sri Lanka, they
made 8 runs and 0 runs respectively.
● Haris Rauf took 3 wickets against Sri Lanka. Naseem Shah, Shadab Khan, and Iftikhar
Ahmed took one wicket each.
● Rizwan made 55 runs in 49 balls, and Iftikhar Ahmed made 32 runs in 31 balls.
● Pramod Madushan took 4 wickets against Pakistan. Wanindu Hasaranga took 3
wickets, Maheesh Theekshana took 1 and Chamika Karunaratne took 2 wickets.
7. King Charles III, the new monarch

● King Charles III ascends to the throne of the United Kingdom: King Charles III sits
on the throne, following the passing of Queen Elizabeth II, who had been the longest-reigning monarch in British history.
● Charles became the ruler of more than a dozen independent nations that had previously been British colonies in addition to the United Kingdom (UK).
● Prince Charles will now succeed Queen Elizabeth II and take the name King Charles
III after she passes away.
● Experts say Charles acquired a wide range of personal interests and causes that
could have in luenced his leadership because he was the longest-serving heir to the
throne in British history.
● He has taken a strong stance on environmental problems, saying that the world
needs to ight climate change on a “war-like approach.
● He participates in over 400 nonpro its. He also strongly supports traditional building styles and organic farming.
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8. Odisha going in for rooftop rainwater harvesting to address increasing stress
on groundwater

● The State sector scheme will work towards conserving rainwater and improving water
quality in urban local bodies (ULBs) and water scarce blocks.
● As per the feasibility based on a groundwater resource assessment conducted in 2020,
rainwater harvesting structures will be constructed on the roofs of 29,500 private
buildings and 1,925 government buildings covering 52 water-stressed blocks and 27
urban local bodies.
● An estimated 373.52 crore litre of water will be harvested during the scheme period
between 2022-23 and 2026-27. It will be implemented through the existing manpower
of the department of Water Resources (DoWR) with an outlay of Rs 270 crore.
● While the average cost of each water harvesting structure on the roofs of government
buildings has been estimated at Rs 4.32 lakh, the expenditure would be around Rs
3.06 lakh per building in rural areas.
By Sameer Singhal

National News
1. India enters inal of SAFF U-17 Championship in Colombo

● India entered into the inal of the SAFF U-17 Championship for the second year
consecutively.
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● In the semifinal played this evening at Racecourse International Stadium in
Colombo, India defeated Bangladesh 2-1.
● Both the goals were netted by Thanglalsoun Gangte for India in the 51st and 59th
minutes.
● India will now meet either Nepal or Sri Lanka in the summit clash.
● Despite the loss against Nepal on Friday, India made it to the semifinals as the
second-place team in Group B on the back of its 3-0 win over Bhutan in the opening
match on 5th of September.
2. Former Central Minister, Film Actor U. Krishnam Raju passes away in Hyderabad

● PICFormer Central Minister and senior Film Actor U. Krishnam Raju passed away
this morning in Hyderabad. He was 82.
● Born at Mogalthur of the then West Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh, Raju joined
BJP in the 1990s and was elected to the 12th and 13th Lok Sabha from Kakinada and
Narsapuram constituencies.
● He served as Minister of State for External Affairs in the Vajpayee Government.
● Krishnam Raju began his ilm career in 1966 as an actor with Chiluka Gorinka.
● He won the irst Nandi Award founded by the State Government for Best Actor and
bagged Filmfare awards ive times. His last rites will be performed tomorrow.
● Prime Minister Narendra Modi has expressed grief over the passing away of Veteran
Telugu cinematic personality U V Krishnam Raju Garu.
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3. Swami Swaroopanand Saraswati passes away at 99; PM Modi condoles

● Dwarka-Sharda Peeth Shankaracharya Swami Swaroopanand Saraswati passed away
on Sunday at Narsinghpur in Madhya Pradesh. He was 99 years old.
● He breathed his last at the Shridham Jhoteshwar Ashram in Narsinghpur. The funeral
will take place on Monday.
● Prime Minister Narendra Modi said he was deeply saddened by the demise of Swami
Swaroopanand Saraswati.
● “My condolences to his followers in this time of grief. Om Shanti!” he wrote.
● Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chauhan in his tweet said, the incomparable contribution
of Swami Swaroopanand Saraswati ji to the Indian knowledge tradition will be
remembered by the whole world for eternity.
4. MDL launches 3rd Stealth Frigate of Project 17A ‘Taragiri’

● Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Ltd (MDL) launched the third Stealth Frigate of Project
17A ‘Taragiri’ on Sunday. The vessel has an approximate launch weight of 3510 Tons.
● The ship is designed by the Indian Navy’s in-house design organization viz. Bureau
of Naval Design.
● The 149.02 M long & 17.8 M wide ship, is propelled by a CODOG combination of two
Gas Turbines and 02 Main Diesel Engines which are designed to achieve a speed of
over 28 knots at a displacement of approx. 6670 Tons.
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● This ship has been built using Integrated construction methodology which involves
hull blocks construction in different geographical locations and integration/erection
on Slipway at MDL.
● The keel of Taragiri was laid on the 10th of September 2020 and the ship is expected
to be delivered by August 2025.
● The indigenously designed ‘Taragiri’ will have state-of-the-art weapons, sensors, an
advanced action information system, an integrated platform management system,
world-class modular living spaces, sophisticated power distribution system and a
host of other advanced features.
5. Sixth edition of Japan India Maritime Exercise begins in Bay of Bengal on September 11

● AIRThe sixth edition of Japan India Maritime Exercise 2022 (JIMEX 22) hosted by
the Indian Navy has begun in the Bay of Bengal on Sunday, September 11.
● The Japan Maritime Self Defence Force (JMSDF) ships are being led by R Adm Hirata
Toshiyuki, Commander Escort Flotilla Four, and Indian Naval ships by R Adm Sanjay
Bhalla, Flag Of icer Commanding Eastern Fleet.
● The Indian Naval ships welcomed JMSDF ships Izumo, a Helicopter Carrier, and
Takanami, a Guided Missile Destroyer, on their arrival in the Bay of Bengal.
● The Indian Navy is represented by three indigenously designed and built warships;
Sahyadri, a multi-purpose stealth frigate, and Anti Submarine Warfare Corvettes
Kadmatt and Kavaratti.
● Additionally, Guided Missile Destroyer Ranvijay, Fleet Tanker Jyoti, Offshore Patrol
Vessel Sukanya, submarines, MIG 29K ighter aircraft, Long Range Maritime Patrol
Aircraft, and ship borne helicopters are also participating in the exercise.
● JIMEX 22 involves two Phases; exercises at sea and a harbour phase at Visakhapatnam.
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6. India to assume the Presidency of G20 for one year

● India will assume the Presidency of the G20 for one year from 1st December this
year to 30 November next year.
● India is expected to host over two hundred G20 meetings across the country.
● The G20 Leaders’ Summit at the level of Heads of State and Government is scheduled
to be held on 9 and 10th September next year in New Delhi.
● The G20 is an intergovernmental forum of the world’s major developed and developing
economies.
● It comprises 19 countries Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany,
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa,
Turkey, UK, USA, and the European Union.
● Collectively, the G20 accounts for 85 per cent of global GDP, 75 per cent of international trade, and two-thirds of the world population, making it the premier forum for
international economic cooperation.
● India is currently part of the G20 Troika comprising Indonesia, Italy, and India. During
the Presidency, India, Indonesia and Brazil would form the troika.
7. Early Intervention Centre ‘Prayas’ established at Army Hospital (Research and
Referral) in New Delhi

● Early Intervention Centre- Prayas has been established at Army Hospital (Research
and Referral) in New Delhi to alleviate the suffering and instill con idence in parents
in dealing with differently-abled children.
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● Defence Ministry said, the Centre is a comprehensive state-of-the-art facility which
is dedicated to the children with special needs.
● Children of Armed Forces personnel upto six years of age suffering from autism, cerebral
palsy, sleep and language delay and other disabilities will bene it immensely from this venture.
● The Centre was inaugurated by President of Army Wives Welfare Association Archana
Pande, in the presence of Chief of the Army Staff Gen Manoj Pande.
● The newly established Centre has facilities of advanced screening for hearing and
visual defects, detection of Autism, clinical identi ication of various syndromes and
therapeutic facilities.
8. Steel ministry invites applications for National Metallurgist Award 2022

● Steel ministry has invited applications for the National Metallurgist Award 2022
from today.
● The application will be received for ive categories through online mode by the 11th
of next month.
● The Ministry said that the award aims to recognise outstanding contribution of metallurgists working in the Iron and steel sector covering the ields of manufacturing,
research, design, education, waste management, energy conservation and their speci ic contribution to achieve the objectives of Aatm Nirbhar Bharat.

By Sameer Singhal
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National News
1. India becomes power surplus nation with electricity capacity of over four lakh
Mega Watt

● The government has said that India has turned into a power surplus nation with a
total installed electricity capacity of over four lakh Mega Watt.
● Keeping in mind the sustainable development goals, India’s power generation mix is
rapidly shifting towards a more signi icant share of renewable energy.
● Today, India is the world’s third largest producer of renewable energy, with 40 per
cent of its installed electricity capacity coming from non-fossil fuel sources.
● Power Generation from Renewable Energy Sources has increased from 51 thousand
226 Gigawatt hours to one lakh 38 thousand 337 Gigawatt hours in 2020.
● Solar energy-based applications have bene ited millions of Indians by meeting their
cooking, lighting, and other energy needs in an environment-friendly manner.
● Having achieved large-scale success in solar energy solutions, India has spearheaded
the International Solar Alliance, ISA which is an action-oriented, member-driven,
collaborative platform for increased deployment of solar energy technologies.
● The membership of the ISA is open to all member-states of the United Nations, and
107 countries are signatories to the ISA Framework Agreement at present.
● The Alliance aims to ef iciently utilise solar energy to reduce fossil fuel dependence,
thereby creating a greener planet.
2. Iconic French ilmmaker Jean-Luc Godard dies at 91
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● Iconic French ilmmaker Jean-Luc Godard died at the age of 91 in Switzerland.
● The news was con irmed on Tuesday, by one of his relatives.
● The ingenious “enfant terrible” of the French New Wave, Jean-Luc Godard
revolutionised popular cinema in 1960 with his debut feature Breathless and stood
for years as one of the world’s most vital and provocative directors.
● Jean de ied convention over a long career that began in the 1950s as a ilm critic.
● He rewrote rules for camera, sound and narrative. His ilms propelled Jean-Paul Belmondo to
stardom and his controversial modern nativity play Hail Mary grabbed headlines when Pope
John Paul II denounced it in 1985.
● Jean also made a string of ilms, often politically charged and experimental, which
pleased few outside a small circle of fans and frustrated many critics through their
purported overblown intellectualism.
3. AIIA launches Ayurveda Day 2022 programme

● AIIA_NDelhiAll India Institute of Ayurveda (AIIA) has launched Ayurveda Day 2022
programme.
● The six-week long programme will continue till 23rd of October. AIIA has been chosen as the nodal agency for driving the Ministry of Ayush’s mandate for Ayurveda
Day this year.
● The theme for the celebration is ‘Har Din Har Ghar Ayurveda’.
● Ministry of AYUSH celebrates Ayurveda Day every year on Dhanvantari Jayanti and
this year it will be celebrated on 23 October.
● The Ministry is celebrating it in collaboration with all the Ministries and departments of Government of India so that every person of the nation is made aware of
traditional system of medicine.
● Participating in the event virtually, Union Minister for AYUSH Sarbananda Sonowal
said that the theme- Har Din Har Ghar Ayurveda’ stresses on creating awareness of
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‘Ayurveda for Holistic Health’ in every household. He said, this will help our nation
become healthy and strong.

4. China’s irst solar-powered drone can also act as a satellite: Report

● China has successfully tested its irst fully solar-powered unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) which can ly for months and can function even as a satellite if required.
● The maiden light of Qimingxing-50 has been achieved, making it the irst large-sized
UAV powered only by solar energy, a Chinese government of icial informed in a tweet.
● According to a report in the South China Morning Post, the drone took off from an
airport in the north-western Chinese province of Shaanxi at 5.50pm on September 3
and propelled in the sky for about 26 minutes before landing safely at 6:16pm.
● The Qimingxing-50, with a wingspan of 50 m, is a high- altitude long-endurance
drone that is capable of high altitude aerial reconnaissance, assessing forest ire and
can also be used for communications.
5. Kibithu camp renamed after General Rawat

● The military camp at Kibithu Garrison, which is very close to the Line of Actual Control
(LAC) in Arunachal Pradesh, has been renamed as ‘Gen Bipin Rawat military
garrison’ in honour of the country’s irst Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) who was killed
in a chopper crash last December.
● As a young Colonel, Rawat commanded his Battalion 5/11 Gorkha Ri les at Kibithu
from 1999-2000 and contributed immensely to strengthening the security structure
in the area.
● Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh Pema Khandu named the 22 km long road from
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Walong to Kibithu as ‘General Bipin Rawat Marg’.

● A life-size mural of General Rawat was also unveiled on the occasion.
● He hails from Uttarakhand and had received the ‘sword of honour’ when he passed
out from the Indian Military Academy in 1978.
● General Rawat has tremendous hands-on experience of serving in combat areas and
at various functional levels in the Indian Army over the last three decades.
6. Hindi Diwas 2022

● Hindi Diwas or Hindi Day is observed every year on 14 September to mark the popularity of Hindi as an of icial language of India.
● The language was adopted under Article 343 of the Indian Constitution.
● The irst Hindi day was celebrated on 14th September 1953.
● Hindi is one of the major languages used in India as a large portion of the country’s
population knows and uses the language.
● Schools, colleges and other educational institutions celebrate Hindi Diwas by organising various programs.
● Hindi Diwas is celebrated to commemorate the adoption of Hindi in the Devanagari
script as one of the of icial languages of the nation.
● Hindi was adopted by the National Constitution on September 14, 1949 and it became the of icial language of the country.
● India’s irst prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, decided to celebrate September 14 as
Hindi Diwas.
By Sameer Singhal
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National News
1. Vinesh Phogat scripts history; ﬁrst Indian woman wrestler to win two medals
at the World Championships

● Vinesh Phogat has become the ﬁrst Indian woman wrestler to win two medals at the
World Championships after clinching a bronze in 53 kilogram category in Belgrade.
● The Commonwealth Games 2022 gold medalist defeated reigning European
champion Emma Malmgren of Sweden. It was a remarkable comeback for threetime CWG gold-medalist Vinesh after her shock qualiﬁcation round defeat as she
beat Swedish opponent Malmgren 8-0 in the bronze medal round.
● This is her second bronze medal at the Championships. She had previously earned a
podium position in the 2019 edition of the tournament at Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan.
2. Union Minister Dharmendra Pradhan launches Ramakrishna Mission’s
‘Awakening’ Programme for students of class 1st to 5th

● Union Minister for Education Dharmendra Pradhan today launched Ramakrishna
Mission’s ‘Awakening’ Programme for students of class 1 to 5th.
● Speaking on the occasion, Mr Pradhan said that the New Education Policy- NEP 2020
is deeply inspired by the philosophy of Swami Vivekananda.
● He stated that the social transformation is one of the key goals of education and values and wisdom are more important than material wealth.
3. Canara HSBC Life Insurance Launches iSelect Guaranteed Future Plan

● Canara HSBC Life Insurance launched iSelect Guaranteed Future. iSelect is an in20
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dividual, non-linked, non-participating, savings and protection life insurance plan
over the company’s digital platform iSelect Guaranteed Future
● Canara HSBC Life Insurance launched iSelect Guaranteed Future. The iSelect is an
individual, non-linked, non-participating, savings and protection life insurance plan
over the company’s digital platform. The project targets new-age customers who are
most active on the internet and prefer digital platforms.
● The product offers guaranteed beneﬁts with the ﬂexibility to choose plan options,
premium amount, premium payment term, Policy term, and premium payment
mode basis the customer’s saving needs.
Key Points related to iSelect Guaranteed Future
● The iSelect will help in capitalizing on the digital presence of Canara HSBC Life Insurance.
● It aims to provide customers with a comprehensive insurance product that enables
savings while providing ﬁnancial security for their loved ones.
● This plan will allow customers to maximize savings for their milestones and achieve
ﬁnancial goals.
● The plan also comes with a host of features and has been designed to provide short
and long-term ﬁnancial requirements.
● The plan also comes with ‘Guaranteed Maturity Beneﬁts’, which will take care of the
ﬁnancial dream and goals of the customers.
● Another feature is ‘Boost Your Maturity’ which guarantees additions accrue during
the last ﬁve policy years to enhance the policy’s beneﬁts to the customers.
4. Today is Engineers’ Day; PM says Govt is working to enhance infrastructure for
studying engineering

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi today greeted all engineers on the occasion of
Engineers Day.
 On Engineers Day, the nation remembers the pathbreaking contribution of Sir M.
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Visvesvaraya. He hoped the contribution of Sir M. Visvesvaraya will keep inspiring
generations of future engineers to distinguish themselves.
5. India launches ‘Urban Wastewater Scenario in India’ at World Water Congress
and Exhibition 2022

● India has launched Joint Whitepaper on ‘Urban Wastewater Scenario in India’, with
Denmark at World Water Congress and Exhibition 2022 in Copenhagen.
● IWA World Water Congress & Exhibition takes place from 11 to 15 September. This
global event for water professionals covers the full water cycle.
● India has committed an investment of more than 140 billion dollars by 2024 in the
water sector.
● The Jal Shakti Minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat said that in the ‘Urban Wastewater
Scenario in India’ with the help of a community-centric approach, at least 10
percent of the funds are contributed by the community in every program ensuring
community ownership and participation.
● The Whitepaper aims to holistic capture of the current status of wastewater
treatment in India.
● It aims to create potential pathways for future treatment structures, co-creation,
and collaborations.
● The Whitepaper is a result of the Indo-Danish Bilateral Green Strategic Partnership,
which focuses on green hydrogen, renewable energy, and waste water management.
6. Sanjay Kumar Rakesh, former IAS, named managing director of CSC
e-Governance SPV
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 Sanjay Kumar Rakesh, a former IAS oﬃcer, has been named the managing director of
the CSC e-Governance India SPV, which is run by the central government.
Common Services Centres (CSC)
○ It is an initiative of the Ministry of Electronics & IT (MeitY).
○ The CSC is a strategic cornerstone of the National e-Governance Plan (NeGP),
approved by the Government in May 2006, as part of its commitment in the National
Common Minimum Programme to introduce e-governance on a massive scale.
○ The objective of CSCs is to provide high quality and cost-effective video, voice and
data content and services, in the areas of e-governance, education, health,
telemedicine, entertainment as well as other private services.
○ The Scheme creates a conducive environment for the private sector and NGOs to play
an active role in implementation of the CSC Scheme, thereby becoming a partner of
the government in development of rural India.
○ The PPP (Public Private Partnership) model of the CSC scheme envisages a 3-tier
structure consisting of the:
■ CSC operator (called Village Level Entrepreneur or VLE);
■ Service Centre Agency (SCA), that will be responsible for a division of 500-1000
CSCs; and
■ State Designated Agency (SDA) identiﬁed by the State Government responsible
for managing the implementation in the entire State.
By BHUPENDRA YADAV

National News
1. Roger Federer announces retirement from professional tennis

● Roger Federer, one of the greatest tennis player of all time, has decided to bid farewell to professional tennis after the conclusion of the Laver Cup 2022 next week.
● Today,in a tweet, the legendary tennis player shared a lengthy note to open up about
his retirement plans.
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● He clari ied that he would play more tennis in the future, of course, but just not in
Grand slams or on the tour.
● Playing more than 1500 matches over 24 years the Marvel of Tennis exponent Federer
said, Tennis has treated me more generously than I ever would have dreamt.
● And now I must recognize when it is time to end my competitive career. Federer
further thanked his wife Mirka who has stood by his side for every minute.

2. Australian cricketer Rachael Haynes announces retirement from international cricket

● Australian woman cricketer Rachael Haynes announced her retirement from international cricket at the age of 35.
● The Australian women’s team vice-captain and top-order batter has said she is also
retiring from state cricket.
● However, she said, she would play one more season for Sydney Thunder in the Women’s Big Bash League.
● The left-hand batter has scored 3,818 runs in more than 150 internationals over all
three formats since her debut in 2009 and won six global titles with Australia.
● She became the vice-captain in 2018.

3. In Football, India beat Nepal 4-0 to clinch SAFF U-17 Championship Title in
Colombo
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● In football, India clinched the SAFF under-17 Championship title, defeating Nepal
4-0 in the inal in Colombo yesterday evening, September 14.
● Boby Singh, Korou Singh, captain Vanlalpeka Guite, and Aman scored a goal each, to
shape a resounding victory in India’s favour. With this win, India retains the title.
● In the group league, Nepal defeated India 3-1. However, in the inal, India produced
a clinical performance, to lift the title for the fourth time.
● India captain Vanlalpeka Guite was named the Most Valuable Player of the Tournament, while goalkeeper Sahil won the Best Goalkeeper awards.

4. International Day for Preservation of Ozone Layer: Montreal Protocol@35

● Today is International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer. It is observed
every year on 16th September.
● The ozone layer, a fragile shield of gas, protects the Earth from the harmful portion
of the rays of the sun, thus helping preserve life on the planet.
● A number of commonly used chemicals have been found to be extremely damaging
to the ozone layer.
● The scienti ic con irmation of the depletion of the ozone layer prompted the international community to establish a mechanism for cooperation to take action to protect
the ozone layer.
● This was formalized in the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer.
It was adopted and signed by 28 countries, on 22nd March 1985.
● In September 1987, this led to the drafting of the Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer.
● The principal aim of the Montreal Protocol is to protect the ozone layer by taking
measures to control total global production and consumption of substances that deplete it.
● The theme for the 2022 International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer is
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‘Montreal Protocol@35: global cooperation’ protecting life on earth.

5. Book titled ‘Ambedkar and Modi: Reformer’s Ideas Performer’s Implementation’ to be released on September 16

● A book titled Ambedkar and Modi: Reformer’s Ideas Performer’s Implementation
will be released on Friday in New Delhi.
● The book illustrates life, works and achievements of Dr. Ambedkar.
● It presents a convergence between the ideals of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar and New India’s
development journey.
● Focus has been laid on infrastructure, education, socio- economic mobility, gender
equality, self-reliance in the twelve chapters of the book.
● The book not only presents Dr. Ambedkar’s vision of India, but also takes into account the many achievements of Narendra Modi’s government.
● A foreword written by Rajya Sabha MP Ilaiyaraaja offers a valuable insight of the
works of Dr. Ambedkar.

6. Joao Manuel Goncalves Lourenco on being re-elected as President of Angola

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi has congratulated Joao Manuel Goncalves Lourenco
on being re-elected as the President of Angola.
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● Republic of Angola (Portuguese: Republica de Angola), is a country located on the
west coast of Southern Africa.
● It is the second-largest Lusophone (Portuguese-speaking) country in both total area
and population (behind Brazil in both cases), and is the seventh-largest country in
Africa.

7. PM Narendra Modi along with leaders of SCO nations participates in 22nd SCO
Summit at Samarkand, Uzbekistan

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi along with leaders of SCO nations including Russian
President Vladimir Putin, Chinese President Xi Jinping, Pakistan Prime Minister
Shehbaz Sarif, and Uzbekistan President Shavkat Mirziyoyev are participating in the
22nd SCO Summit at Samarkand in Uzbekistan.
● The leaders are expected to review the grouping’s activities over the past two decades and discuss the prospects of multilateral cooperation.
● They will discuss topical, regional and international issues, including regional peace
and security, trade and connectivity, culture and tourism.
● Besides leaders of SCO member states, observer states, the Secretary General of the
SCO, Executive Director of the SCO Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS), President of Turkmenistan and other invited guests are attending the meet.
● Mr Modi reached Uzbekistan last night. He was received by Prime Minister of Uzbekistan Abdulla Aripov at the airport.
● India has been working closely with Uzbekistan towards the success of their Chairship.
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8. BSF’s irst female camel riding squad ready to be deployed along India-Pakistan border in Rajasthan and Gujarat

● BSF’s irst female camel riding squad is ready to be deployed along the India-Pakistan border in Rajasthan and Gujarat.
● The squad will participate for the irst time in the BSF Raising Day Parade on 1ST
December.
● This Squad will be the irst of its kind in the world.
● Pushpendra Singh Rathore DIG BSF Bikaner told that Intensive training was given
to this squad at the Bikaner Regional Headquarters of BSF under the supervision of
skilled trainers

9. PM Modi to release wild Cheetahs in Kuno National Park in Madhya Pradesh
tomorrow under Project Cheetah

● Prime Minister Narendra Modi will release Cheetahs in Kuno National Park in Madhya Pradesh on Saturday under Project Cheetah, which is world’s irst inter-continental large wild carnivore translocation project.
● The introduction of wild Cheetahs is part of Mr. Modi’s efforts to revitalise and diversify India’s wildlife and its habitat.
● Cheetah was declared extinct from India in 1952. Cheetahs that will be introduced
are from Namibia and have been brought under an MoU signed earlier this year.
● They will help in the restoration of open forest and grassland ecosystems in India.
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● This will help conserve biodiversity and enhance the ecosystem services like water
security, carbon sequestration and soil moisture conservation.
● The Prime Minister will also participate in the self help group Sammelan being organised at Karahal, Sheopur in Madhya Pradesh.
● It will witness the attendance of thousands of women Self Help Group members and
community resource persons that are being promoted under the Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National Rural Livelihoods Mission.
By Sameer Singhal

National News
1. India’s Pranav Anand & A R Ilamparthi win titles at World Youth Chess Championship in Romania

● In the World Youth Chess Championship, India’s Pranav Anand and A R Ilamparthi
won titles in the Open under-16 and under-14 categories respectively in Mamaia in
Romania yesterday.
● The top-seeded Anand scored nine points from 11 rounds to emerge clear winner.
● Anand’s compatriot M Pranesh, who was the second seed, inished joint third with
eight points along with three others.
● In under-14 category, A R Ilamparthi was half a point ahead of the rest of the ield
with 9.5 points from 11 rounds.
● Though he lost to Ukraine’s Artem Berin in the fourth round, he won nine games and
drew one to claim the top prize.
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2. Actor Manoj Bajpayee releases book titled ‘Muskurate Chand Lamhe aur Kuchh
Khamoshiyan’

● Noted Film Actor Manoj Bajpayee today released a book titled Muskurate Chand
Lamhe aur Kuchh Khamoshiyan in presence of Information and Broadcasting Secretary Apurva Chandra at a function in New Delhi.
● The book offers a bouquet of poems. It has been authored by Jiwesh Nandan.
● On the occasion, while sharing his views Mr. Apurva Chandra said that the book is
based on philosophy and humor.

3. Varanasi nominated as irst-ever SCO Tourism and Cultural Capital

● Varanasi has been nominated as the irst-ever Shanghai Cooperation Organization
(SCO) Tourism and Cultural Capital during the period 2022-2023 at the 22nd Meeting of SCO Council of Heads of State in Samarkand, Uzbekistan yesterday.
● External Affairs Ministry said, the nomination of Varanasi as the irst ever SCO Tourism and Cultural Capital will promote tourism, cultural and humanitarian exchanges
between India and the SCO member Countries.
● It also underlines country’s ancient civilizational links with Member States of SCO
especially the Central Asian Republics.
● Under the framework of this major cultural outreach program, a number of events
will be hosted in Varanasi during 2022-23, for which guests will be invited to partic30
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ipate from SCO Member States.

4. India’s First Forest University to Come Up in Telangana

● India is going to have its irst Forest University. The Forestry Universities (UoF) Act
2022 was approved by the Telangana Assembly.
● The University of Forestry (UoF), will be the irst of its kind in India. Globally, it will
be the third University of Forestry after Russia and China.
● The Telangana government has decided to expand the Forestry College and Research
Institute (FCRI) in Hyderabad. The FCRI will be turned into a full- ledged University.
● When FCRI gets upgraded into a university, additional 18 programs including Ph.D.,
Diploma, and certi icate courses in Urban Forestry, nursery management, agro-forestry, tribal livelihood enhancement, forest entrepreneurship, climate-smart forestry, and forest park management are planned to be launched.

5. TCS becomes India’s most valuable brand in 2022, says Kantar BrandZ report

● Kantar’s Brand report said: IT services irm Tata Consultancy Services became India’s most valuable brand in 2022, according to a report by market data and analytics irm Kantar, displacing long-time topper HDFC Bank.
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● TCS, with a brand value of $45.5 billion in 2022, is followed by HDFC Bank at $32.7
billion. HDFC Bank has held the No.1 position since the ranking was unveiled in 2014.
● After bouncing back from the pandemic shock, India’s top 75 brands now are worth
a combined $393 billion, or 11% of India’s national GDP, Kantar said. These brands
have reported a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 35% in their brand value since 2020.
● Technology providers and B2B brands aced the rankings this year, contributing over
a third of total brand value. Purpose and sustainability are major drivers of value
growth for brand success.

6. BVR Subrahmanyam (IAS) appointed as next CMD, ITPO

● BVR Subrahmanyam (lAS) has been appointed as the new Chairman & Managing Director of the India Trade Promotion Organization (ITPO).
● The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet approved the appointment of Subrahmanyam on September 15.
● A 1987 batch Indian Administrative Services of icer of Chhattisgarh cadre, Subrahmanyam is currently working as the Secretary, Department of Commerce, Ministry
of Commerce and Industry.

7. India stands fourth in Global Crypto Adoption Index 2022, despite ban China
remains active in space

● Blockchain analysis platform Chainalysis published its global crypto adoption index
for 2022 of nations with the highest cryptocurrency adoption rate with India rank32
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ing fourth in the list, two spots down from last year.
● Chainalysis report noted that the emerging markets dominate the Global Crypto
Adoption Index this year.
● The report noted, “Out of our top 20 ranked countries, 10 are lower-middle income:
Vietnam, Philippines, Ukraine, India, Pakistan, Nigeria, Morocco, Nepal, Kenya, and
Indonesia.
● Eight are upper-middle income: Brazil, Thailand, Russia, China, Turkey, Argentina,
Colombia, and Ecuador.”
● On the index, India ranks above the US, UK and Russia suggesting that the country’s
crypto community is not far behind in pushing for further use of the technology.
● The Philippines and Ukraine have taken the second and third rankings, respectively,
showing a signi icant preference for crypto adoption in the near future.
● The global index is led by Vietnam for the second consecutive year, emerging as the
country that is most eager to embrace cryptocurrency adoption.
By Sameer Singhal
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